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ABSTRACT

Background. This work studied 60 university students who were registered in two handball training classes in the second year of Physical Education and Sports Science throughout the academic year 2017 to 2018. Objectives. It aims to identify the impact of two different training styles (cooperative and traditional) on players’ achievements and basic techniques in a handball learning unit. Methods. Hence, the sample was divided into the control and experiment groups. The experiment group was subjected to the cooperative training technique, whereas the control group was subjected to the traditional training (teacher-centered) technique. The complying instruments were used to collect learning design inventory, handball achievement tests, handball techniques, and assessment forms. Results. The handball attitude scale revealed that cooperative training during a handball training class has a stronger link to students’ sporting activities achievements, class attitude, and exercise skills compared to traditional training. Results of players' test range suggest that they prefer cooperative training. Conclusions. This study can help researchers and practitioners conduct Cooperative Learning intervention programs Physical Education in Schools and Universities.
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INTRODUCTION

Sports achievement forecasting is essential for team supervisors, sports coaches, sponsors, the media and people betting on the teams (1). The extensive need for expert guidance regarding the outcomes of sporting activities is satisfied by a range of professional forecasts in the sports field (2). In addition, forecasting’s provide forecaster-style and professional source of guidance concerning sporting activities’ achievement findings. Repaired forecasting’s show the (professional) odds of sports makers (1), whereas forecasting’s in sports achievements suggest the combined assumptions of all experts which propose accumulated expert forecasts regarding the teams (3). Forecasting is used in sports to forecast achievement findings (4), which recommend an additional technique of achievement forecasting. Forecasting relies on the awareness of the selected training techniques. When a finding connected with a particular style circumstance occurs in training. In sports competitions, each factor contributes knowledge to the achievement; hence, the players’ training method is an important winning factor in sports competitions (5, 6).

The accessibility of several forecasting styles increases questions regarding their efficiency in forecasting sporting activities, but the understanding of their comparative efficiency
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remains limited because no research has studied forecasting technique training in sports (1, 7, 8). Moreover, little is known about the possible importance of forecasts throughout training techniques and their performance or capability to enhance forecast precision if utilized scientifically. However, such knowledge and understanding are important because they might allow coaches to systematically earn the match on those achievements. They help sports decision-makers enhance their projections. However, the current work empirically compares the forecast precision of training styles and uses science as the basis of those projections. It utilizes 60 university students who were registered in two handball classes in the second year of Physical Education and Sports Science during the academic year 2017 to 2018. In consideration of the importance of the championship to the coaches, we also identify if the projections of the training styles or their combinations allow sports achievement. Thus, we contribute to the sports forecasting literature by providing the first large-scale empirical study on the forecasting method that compares forecasting accuracy and ability in sports achievement.

The current study aims to test following null hypotheses at 0.05 $\alpha$-level:

$H_0$1: No statistically significant difference exists in the sports achievement pretest mean scores between students in cooperative training and those in traditional training.

$H_0$2: No statistically significant difference exists in the sports achievement post-test mean scores between students in cooperative training and those in traditional training.

Abilities of "Ratings of" or "strengths". In the competitive sporting activities, teams or players as well as advocates are interested in the ratings of the rival team as a measure of their capabilities or strengths and weaknesses. Common strategies are used for obtaining appropriate forecasting via flexible adaptive schemes which upgrade evaluations on the basis of historic efficiencies upon the availability of data about current efficiencies. Some forecasting schemes are based on an easy factor system, whereas others utilize statistical styles. Ability forecasting is often used for forecasting efficiencies in future sports competitions (9). In some sporting activities, forecasting is also utilized for deriving seeding which in turn can be used for forecasting as in (10). Unlike the forecasting discussed above, these schemes are not obtained directly from past performances but arise from “expert” understanding in training styles. Hence, this generally encompasses knowledge and understanding regarding past findings, but it might also consider forecasting’s about future findings due to the growing popularity of handball amongst the youth. Coach forecasting’s are a kind of data that are plentiful and readily available, and they have been effectively used in forecasting sporting activities (11). Another essential difference between forecasting and the capability scores discussed over is that they are an evaluation of finding probabilities in winning likelihoods in the case of sports competitions rather than of underlying capabilities. Nevertheless, the forecasting of sporting activities refer to the perceptions for optimal training which has two important implications. Complementary probabilities must be utilized as bookmakers’ forecasting represent expectations for probabilities. In the claim of gaining prediction for a competition, the suggested gaining forecasting can be easily obtained from the forecasting for all competitors in sports competitions.

Cooperative learning strategy involves collectively utilizing skills that benefit each team learner to accomplish shared aims (12). It encourages learners to discuss and to teach one another; achievement develops when the learner learns information with the specific intent of teaching others in the team (13-15) discovered that learners in cooperative learning strategy teams utilize elaboration and metacognitive strategies frequently, thereby achieving a higher level of training than learners training individually and competitively. Huang (16) suggested that learners learning cooperatively in a team environment motivate one another to seek elaborative feedback to their responses and practice tasks, whilst some teachers are reluctant to use it as the motor aspect of physical education is missed and the academic goals of the subject must be matched with physical abilities (17).

Handball is a complex sport in which individual performance, including training, technical, physiological and psychological aspects, is very important for achievement (18,
Handball is played in two periods of 30 min each, where two teams of seven players (goalkeeper and six field players) try to achieve the maximum number of goals. Despite its popularity, handball research has been scarce. However, the sport has been covered frequently in studies since 2010 (20). The most frequently studied topics include performance and success variables, physiological variable measurements and injuries physical capacities and conditions. However, universities still lack research training styles on handball (21, 22).

Universities have historically concentrated traditionally focused on instrumental content creation through individual and competitive tasks (23). Physical education focuses on athletics, testing and results, putting other content aside and not challenging the type of learning that students generated (24). Faced with this problem, more accessible and participatory models, which consider for any motor and/or psychological development in students, had slowly become more common including Co-operative learning (25). During the 1970s, the concept of cooperative work started to grow as a means of fostering social and academic skills in the classroom. Cecchini Estrada pointed out five fundamental elements in this pedagogical model (26): positive interdependence, promotive interaction, group processing, individual responsibility, and interpersonal skills (27). Researchers conclude that Cooperative Learning’s true strength is its hybridization with other models (28). It results in reproducing approaches based on the individual success of a student without taking account of creating positive experiences for all by means of motor skills, which can positively influence student perception of the subject (29).

In the last 20 years, several studies and meta-analysis of cooperative learning have been performed but they concentrated on curriculum issues such as math or education in general (30-32). A large number of educational experiences have reflected the great spread of cooperative learning, but academics and educators need a study to determine its effectiveness in physical education, updating and extending previous analyzes in order to support teachers and researchers.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Type of Research.** This type of research includes quantitative research. It highlights that all collected data would go through some calculations before answering the research question in the study (33). In the current study, we have the training together style utilized in executing the cooperative learning strategy style and the traditional training technique for identifying the activity of handball classes. The training is commonly utilized within the goal of the experimental study style “control–experiment group pretest–posttest”.

**Table 1. Equivalent pre/post-test control group design**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Participants.** The participants of the current study comprised 60 university students who were registered in the two training classes of the handball course in the second year of college Physical Education and Sports Science teaching during the academic year 2017 to 2018. One of the classes was specified as the experimental group (n = 30), in which the cooperative training style was used. The second class was specified as the control group (n = 30), in which the traditional training style was used. Treatment groups were chosen randomly.

**Table 2. The distribution of the sample**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of the sample</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operational Definition.** This work was prepared on the basis of a student-used method observed in several training classes in which I had been assigned in universities in Iraq. A pretest/posttest was designed on the basis of the course training respecting the course learning objectives and cooperative activities. The goal was to measure the pre-existing achievement of the players possessed before the execution of cooperative activities subject to this work and to compare such achievement to what the players knew as a result of the course experience after the application of cooperative training in unit learning. This test was designed to engage players.
with tasks that had to be trained in teams or groups, thereby requiring team train skills, collaboration, contributions and respecting others’ point of views. The pretest and the posttest were applied at the beginning and at the end of the work to compare the players’ progress. The results before and after the usage of cooperative learning training in learning units were collected.

**Task.** The sport was a collective handball-type game with adapted rules (30 players in each group during the training session, with the goal of defining the effect of two separate training styles (cooperative and traditional) on the accomplishments of players and basic handball learning techniques) in the classroom. The role to be done. The sample was therefore split into control and experimental groups. The group experimental a cooperative training technique, while the control group underwent a conventional (teacher-centered) training technique of the same group (per test and post-test).

**Data Analysis.** In this work, cooperative training was performed by players in a physical education team to handball game three units for nine weeks. Before the first session, a pretest was taken by the players. In each session, the players worked in groups solving a cooperative learning task that lasted 45–90 minutes. In this process, players took formal evaluations provided by the college as part of the syllabus. At the end of the study, a posttest was taken by players to compare the findings obtained in the pretest at the beginning of the work. After the collection of data utilizing the instruments already explained, such information was tabulated to be analyzed through graphs.

| Table 3. The t-test findings for pre-test handball pre-experiment attitude |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|------------------|----------------|
|                             | N   | M      | SD   | df   | T       | Sig  |
| Traditional Group           | 30  | 19.98  | 1.89 | 58   | 0.438  | 0.674|
| Cooperative Learning Group  | 30  | 19.77  | 2.13 | 58   |         |      |
| Total                       | 60  | 19.75  | 2.01 |      |         |      |

The findings revealed no significant difference between the two groups on the pre-test ($t(58) = 0.438$, $p > 0.05$).

**RESULTS**
Data from the pilot research studies were utilized to identify dependability estimates for the posttest. Cronbach alpha was utilized to determine the dependability of the posttest which was discovered to have a value of 0.80. The mean of the posttest was 19.75, with a conventional discrepancy of 2.01. The first reliant variable of the study was student achievement sports. This variable was operationally specified as a learner’s rating on the posttest one-way ANOVA, and Scheffe’s several comparison test was utilized to analyses the data in the current study. The two training elements comprised the traditional training and cooperative training groups.

The findings of Table 4 show the skills of the two post-test classes. The test results for the experimental group have been substantially higher than those for the control group ($t(58) = 7.891$, $p < 0.05$). These results indicate that the cooperative training approach has a positive effect on student success. On the contrary, the teacher-centered class students did not achieve success in handball skills. The sophistication of handball skills can be easily concluded for people working in groups, and students face difficulty in game sports exercise the basic skills by teacher- method.

| Table 4. The t-test results for post-test scores of the groups |
|-----------------------------|--------------------|----------------|-----------------|------------------|----------------|
|                             | M                  | SD   | df   | T       | Sig  |
| Traditional Group           | 33.59              | 2.40 | 58   | 7.891* | 0.001|
| Cooperative Learning Group  | 48.73              | 2.36 |      |         |      |

Achievements throughout the groups were compared utilizing (2 × 2) factorial styles. Inter student elements consisted of a group with two levels of cooperative and traditional learning. The dependent variable was sports achievement towards handball training in physical education.
question, cooperative learning training was utilized in the experimental group after looking for strategies to further integrate handball training in physical education. The findings obtained in the pretest and posttest show that collaborative training during the performance of cooperative learning strategy tasks was developed throughout the course in the experimental group. In fact, we can affirm that certain “novel” activities raise players’ interest. Subsequently, their motivation towards training also arises.

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this study was to assess the effect on players’ achievements and basic technologies of handball learning of two different training styles (Cooperative and traditional). The experimental group, according to the hypotheses, had superior influence over certain accomplishments and basic techniques in handball learning at both the individual and collective levels on was superior to the control group. These differences were relevant during the pre-test and post-test, i.e., the intergroup training. Every team in the experimental group had better results and basic strategies (pre-test and post-tests for groups) and better skills (after-testing). In addition, the findings of this study are in agreement with previous studies (34). As a finding of the current study which was performed to identify the of the cooperative training strategy and the traditional training strategy on both practical and theoretical skill obtainment in the handball training class, we can state that the theoretical and practical skills of learners who were subjected to the cooperative training development greater than those of the learners who were subjected to the traditional training. These findings have similarities with previous research results (35-38). The cooperative training strategy team was more effective than the control team because the cooperative training strategy team learners assisted one another to train best, inspired one another throughout activity performance, and functioned as a team outside of the training class meetings to show optimal performance during the activity. These results confirm previous studies in collective game sports (39-41), and in for cooperative learning. They reinforce (42) assumptions regarding the value of cooperative learning in the regulation of motor behaviors and mutual tactical skills development. Confirm study (39) despite methodological variations, findings show that cooperative conditions have strong motor skills impact. With respect to the theoretical cooperation context, it appears that co-operating training uses the purpose and the tactics of the game to develop the rate of motor and tactical skills. Cañabate suggested that the interpersonal relationships developed by the system for cooperative learning between the students led to the increase in their physical, academic, social and affective skills (43). The findings are in line with Gillies conclusions about training in cooperative situations (44). Therefore, our experiment confirms Hojo findings on the role of co-op training in team sports development (45). Such findings reveal that cooperative training style is certainly more advance-dangerous than the traditional training style. Therefore, players will have positive class training for a handball training class. This study was the very first time that these players were subjected to the cooperative training style which enabled them to raise self-confidence, improve students’ connections, and enjoy the training procedure as they also struggle for their colleagues’ learning and increase pleasure whilst playing sporting activities. All of these advantages favorably impact learners’ mindset towards the unit learned. Therefore, players assisted one another spontaneously. These truths must also be considered factors for why the cooperative training style is better than the traditional training style. The result of the current study has resemblances with previous studies which were performed to show the positive impact of the cooperative learning strategy on learners’ techniques and physical skills (42, 46, 47 48).

**CONCLUSIONS**

According to the outcome, the cooperative training is the most suitable style because it increases the attractiveness and enjoy ability of sports training. Moreover, cooperative training style should be applied in physical education and sports science lessons. This technique can be disseminated through the evidence of academic knowledge, lesson approach, achievement of learners and performance skills. Future studies should study the long-term impact on student skills of each model.
APPLICABLE REMARKS

- Cooperative training provides our students with many meaningful learning opportunities, and the use of both models offers many advantages.
- We strongly believe that these models provide many advantages that a conventional method of training cannot offer.
- The repercussive is that student motivation can be strengthened by the proper use of these models.
- Teachers must be prepared to make deliberate improvements to enhance the teaching and experience of their students. Teachers must also be encouraged and compensated for using these models.
- It is important to adapt and adjust our pedagogical approach where appropriate, and by adopting the cooperative training model in sports games, we can give our students many advantages that can have a positive effect on basic game skills.
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